MSBA
Class of 2018 Profile

CLASS SIZE
Class Size 39

ACADEMIC PROFILE
Average GPA 3.36
Average GMAT 687
Average GRE 317

GENERAL
Women 76%
Average Work Experience 1.78
Average Age 23

UNDERGRADUATE UNIVERSITIES REPRESENTED
UC Irvine 7.9%
Other UC Schools 2.6%
Other CA Schools 2.6%
Other US Schools 7.9%
Foreign Schools 78.9%

UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES
34.2% Business Administration
7.9% Engineering
2.6% Humanities
7.9% Other
10.5% Physical Sciences
2.6% Other
34.2% Social Sciences

ADMISSIONS CHECKLIST
Apply at: merage.uci.edu/apply
- Official Transcripts
- The GMAT or GRE are not required but strongly recommended for applicants with GPA's under a 3.3. While these tests are not required, the admissions team is looking for evidence of strong verbal and quantitative skills. Note that GMAT and GRE scores are good for up to five years.
- Official TOEFL, IELTS, PTE (International Applicants Only)
- Two Recommendations
- Two essays
- Resume
- $150 Application Fee
- Interview (by invitation only)

APPLICATION DEADLINES
Applications are processed on a rolling admissions basis, meaning that they are evaluated as we receive them.

November 15
January 15
March 15 Final deadline for international applicants
May 1
June 1
July 15 Final deadline for domestic applicants

CONTACT US
Master of Science in Business Analytics
4293 Pereira Drive
Irvine, CA 92697-3125
949.824.4984
msba@merage.uci.edu